
FAIRFAX NZ:  
A LIVING LAB
In 2015, we revolutionised the way we 
create and deliver content. 
Our signature editorial transformation 
programme, News Rewired, put 
innovation at the heart of what we do 
- day in, day out. The results have 
been staggering.

News Rewired - Fairfax New Zealand’s editorial transformation project - introduced a 
world-class approach to digital storytelling with a renewed focus on local journalism.

This digital-centric newsroom approach was driven by the growing audience demands 
for Fairfax’s local and national content on digital platforms.  



Four-stream approach

OUR GREAT 
CONVERGENCE
We challenged everything we did, 
introducing:

1. New technology
2. A reimagined NZ newsroom
3. Massive product alignment
4. Unprecedented quality-based training

Our four-pronged transformation:

1. Modern Newsroom: a new way of working to deliver content to audiences 
where, when and how they want it

2. Quality First: the guarantee to our audiences and staff - journalism matters
3. Technology: providing the tools to our staff to become the “cyber journos” we 

want them to be in this Information Revolution
4. Alignment: better products produced more efficiently



Results

1. TECHNOLOGY 
THAT ROCKS
With the introduction of a new editorial 
system, Adobe CQ5, we became truly 
digital first. Over four weeks, 600+ 
journalists moved to creating directly for 
and to digital. Audiences lapped up the 
articles we were now providing them.

Pre-Rewired

470
# stories published online per 

day

Post-Rewired

1400
# stories published online per 

day

● The rollout of Adobe CQ5 moved our editorial teams from a print-facing system 
to one that’s digitally-driven



1. TECHNOLOGY THAT ROCKS
By providing the best multimedia tools to staff, we have created a content 
powerhouse. Our site, stuff.co.nz, is now the overall #1 NZ-based website. 

#1 for SEARCH#1 for CONTENT

#1 for SOCIAL



Results

2. REBOOTED 
NEWSROOM
We had an inflexible product-
based editorial setup. We recast 
operations, from the top to the 
bottom. It was a massive 
exercise. Twelve months on, we 
have a dynamic network of 
newsrooms that produce brilliant 
storytelling.



2. REBOOTED NEWSROOM
In less than 12 months, we’ve rebalanced our newsroom resources - 
eradicating much of production and boosting content creation. 

Pre-Rewired

21%
Percentage of production staff in 

editorial in Fairfax NZ
465 ‘content’ staff, 125 production staff - print and digital

Post-Rewired

7%
Percentage of production staff in 

editorial in Fairfax NZ
544 ‘content’ staff, 42 production staff - print and digital



2. REBOOTED NEWSROOM
With a newsroom fit for our times, we’ve encouraged journalists to experiment 
with platforms, nurtured communities of interest and told stories in new ways. 
And it worked - Stuff became the #1 NZ-based digital brand in June 2015.

68,000+ 184,000+6600+ 500,000+1500+

500,000+
members

250,000+
members

One other small thing...on the slide re audience being enormous now, we probably want to put 
overall audience for stuff? Say that it reached 1.84m post the transition, or whatever the high has 
been, and 24% year on year growth?

In June 2015, Stuff became NZ’s biggest domestic site.  Nielsen Online Ratings 

figures showed stuff.co.nz reached a unique audience of 1,849,000, a new record that 

saw the popular news and information site overtake Trade Me for the first time – and 

increase its significant audience lead over rival news sites www.nzherald.co.nz, and 

Yahoo.  



2. REBOOTED 
NEWSROOM
A mob of sheep brings a police chase to a 
dramatic close. A year ago, this picture 
would have lived in a tiny weekly 
newspaper. Now, we instantly shared it 
across New Zealand and it went viral 
around the world.



Results

3. PERFECTLY 
ALIGNED
We had to make producing our 
newspapers easier. We aligned 
content, relaunched products, 
reduced ad shapes, templated 
editorial pages and did a host of work 
to standardise processes that made 
sense to do so.

70% FEWER
AD SHAPES

COMMON 
DESIGNS

66 TITLES 
ALIGNED

TEMPLATING INTRODUCED

Alignment - better products produced more efficiently
■ Content standardisation means we produce more shared paging with fewer 

changes
■ Shared paging enables us to produce a “shopping aisle” of non-local pages 

for building a standard book 
■ A standard book run gives editors certainty, creates logical page flow, and 

offers a better ad sales proposition 
■ Fewer ad sizes = fewer ad shapes, resulting in fewer editorial pages to 

template
■ Doing the above - and keeping it simple - aids the complex template process
■ High-level templating = productivity 
■ Templating liberates us from print production* and focuses us on creating 

great journalism.



3. PERFECTLY 
ALIGNED
We streamlined our business 
significantly - and reinvested in 
print, against the trend. 
We reimagined our 54 community 
titles across NZ after extensive 
market research. 
The reaction from audience? 
Unprecedented. 



Results

4. QUALITY 
DRIVEN
We designed a new editorial 
training programme so our 
journalists had the support to 
become Publish Ready, 
unshackling them from old 
workflows. Over five months, that 
amounted to almost 2000 
training attendances.

Quality First training programme:our guarantee to staff and audiences - journalism is 
everything

■ Goal: maximum # journalists Publish Ready, able to publish with little 
intervention

■ Unprecedented level of training



Innovation

IN PALM OF 
OUR HANDS
We’ve grabbed our destiny with 
both hands. We designed new 
processes and improved products. 
Mainly, we invested in our people 
who today work in an exhilarating 
living lab for content creation and 
sharing.


